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Abstract1

The vulnerability of the terrestrial tropical carbon cycle to changes in climate, especially2

temperature and moisture, remains one of the largest sources of uncertainty in future climate3

projections. Harnessing new satellite-driven global carbon reanalysis, we show here that4

tropical atmospheric aridity, which is directly related to the atmospheric vapor pressure deficit5

(VPD), is a causal driver of the interannual variability of the tropical net carbon balance and6

consequently the CO2 growth rate with observed present-day sensitivities of -3.2 ± 0.62 GtC7

mb−1 yr−1. Our results provide evidence that a large part of tropical net biome exchange8

variability is indirectly driven by land-atmospheric coupling via VPD variations that can not9

be explained by tropical temperatures alone. Furthermore, we find that there is an emergent10

relationship between the sensitivity of the tropical carbon balance to VPD and the long-term11

response of tropical-land carbon storage to increase in VPD across an ensemble of Earth12
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System Models used in the Climate Model Intercomparison Project 6 (CMIP6). Employing13

a hierarchical emergent constraint, the global carbon—climate feedback from aridity is -22 ±14

11 GtC mb−1, which represents a substantial reduction in uncertainty relative to the CMIP615

ensemble. Our findings show that atmospheric aridity is an important proxy for the combined16

effects of both water and temperature on the terrestrial carbon balance and a key predictor17

of carbon—climate feedbacks.18

1 Introduction19

One of the largest sources of uncertainty in predicting the climate response to fossil fuel emissions20

are carbon—climate feedbacks, which modulate the relationship between CO2 emissions and con-21

centrations. This relationship is evident in the year-to-year fluctuations in the atmospheric carbon22

dioxide (CO2) growth rate (CGR), which are primarily due to the variations in land ecosystem’s23

carbon uptake (Ahlström et al., 2015). Land ecosystems have acted as a substantial sink for at-24

mospheric CO2, accounting for about 30% of anthropogenic CO2 emissions (Friedlingstein et al.,25

2019). The short-term sensitivity of CGR fluctuations to tropical temperature variability has been26

well documented (Wang et al., 2013; Cox et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Fang et al., 2017), but27

identifying the role of water stress (Jung et al., 2017) at the ecosystem scale on carbon cycle is28

still elusive (Zscheischler et al., 2018).29

There are a number of moisture processes that control carbon fluxes. Stocker et al. (2019)30

argued that soil moisture impacts light use efficiency leading to larger interannual variability31

in gross primary productivity (GPP) over a larger number of biomes than previously expected.32

Terrestrial water storage, like tropical temperatures, is also well-correlated with CGR (Humphrey33

et al., 2018) and affects long-term carbon storage (Green et al., 2019). The covariation of these34

processes can lead to compound affects that are stronger than any isolate, single process (Zhou35

et al., 2019b) that reflects in part the complexity from land-atmosphere feedbacks (Zhou et al.,36

2019a). While Earth System Models (ESM) represent many of these processes, capturing the37
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balance of these processes is challenging leading to a wide range of carbon-climate feedbacks.38

Consequently, there is a critical need for a framework to adjudicate this balance with observational39

constraints. A promising observational constraint is atmospheric aridity, which is at the nexus of40

atmospheric-water-carbon coupling.41

For example, forests are physiologically dependent on atmospheric demand for ecosystem water,42

which is driven by two factors: vapor pressure deficit (VPD; saturation minus actual water vapor43

pressure) and net radiation (Bonan, 2019). High VPD limits surface conductance and evapotran-44

spiration to a greater extent than soil moisture in many biomes (Novick et al., 2016), particularly45

in mesic forest ecosystems that drive the terrestrial carbon sink (Pan et al., 2011). Recent results46

argue that VPD exerts a more direct regulation on plant stomatal conductance and hence ecosys-47

tem productivity loss than temperature (Zhou et al., 2019b). The study by Konings et al. (2017)48

highlighted that increases in VPD rather than changes in precipitation substantially influenced49

vegetation productivity.50

In the tropics, observational records indicate that VPD is increasing over the rainforests of51

the Amazon Basin with values well beyond the range of trends attributable to natural variability52

of the climate system (Barkhordarian et al., 2019). Increasing VPD is observed to be associated53

with more incoming solar radiation, which naturally increase the demand for photosynthesis and54

transpiration. However, with recent trends in the observed soil water deficit from reduced dry-55

season precipitation (Barkhordarian et al., 2018), the risk of mortality from physiological and56

hydraulic failure substantially increases (Anderegg et al., 2015) with the potential to upset the57

tropical carbon balance (Sulman et al., 2016). Persistent changes in atmospheric aridity and58

seasonal moisture availability could fundamentally change Amazon forest function that may augur59

a ”tipping point” (Lenton et al., 2008).60

VPD is often overlooked in carbon cycle research despite its critical role in terrestrial water61

use and carbon uptake (Novick et al., 2016). In contrast, in this study we show that atmospheric62

demand for ecosystem water, which is directly related to the atmospheric vapor pressure deficit, is63

an important control on the variability of the tropical carbon balance and consequently the CO264
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growth rate (CGR). In order to distinguish between causal and correlative linkages between VPD65

and CGR, we apply the convergent cross-mapping technique (Sugihara et al., 2012), which is a66

causal detection technique. These results in conjunction with partial correlation analysis point to a67

dependence of atmospheric CO2 on enhanced atmospheric aridity beyond what would be expected68

from temperature alone.69

Satellite-based carbon reanalysis systems such as the NASA Carbon Monitoring System Flux70

(CMS-Flux) provide critical new information on the tropical carbon balance and its relationship71

to the global carbon cycle (Liu et al., 2014b). CMS-Flux data show that the CGR can be largely72

explained by tropical net biome exchange (NBE) interannual variability, which in turn is driven73

by atmospheric aridity. We furthermore show that this dependency is present in Earth System74

Models (ESMs) participating in the C4MIP (Jones et al., 2016) contribution to the sixth phase75

of CMIP (CMIP6; (Eyring et al., 2016)). Moreover, ESMs show a correlation between short-term76

sensitivity of tropical NBE to tropical VPD and long-term response of land-carbon storage to77

tropical VPD. We leverage this relationship with CMS-Flux NBE sensitivities to aridity in the78

hierarchical emergent constraint (HEC) framework (Bowman et al., 2018) to narrow the range of79

self-consistent carbon-climate feedbacks. The HEC framework formally accounts for the relation-80

ship between future climate, current climate, and observations through conditional—probability81

distributions.82

2 Results83

2.1 Sensitivity of global CGR and tropical NBE to tropical atmo-84

spheric aridity85

We first assess the short-term (interannual) sensitivity of global CO2 growth-rate (CGR) to VPD86

(γCGR
V PD) over the tropical land area (23◦N-23◦S) by regressing CGR interannual variability (IAV)87

from the Global Carbon Project (GCP, Friedlingstein et al. (2019)) with the observed VPD IAV88
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(for simplicity CGR is converted to equivalent GtC/yr). The gradient of the ordinary least squares89

linear regression between de-trended anomalies in the CGR and the tropical VPD defines γCGR
V PD =90

dCGR/dV PD. We calculate VPD from two independently-developed datasets: (1) VPD from91

ERA5 reanalysis temperature and dew point (Hersbach et al., 2020) and (2) VPD from station-92

based records of water vapor pressure and temperature from CRUv4 (Climatic Research Unit)93

(Harris et al., 2020).94

Figure 1 reveals a tight covariation between CGR and VPD over the last 30 years (1989-2018)95

with correlations on the order of +0.76 (P = 0.000) and +0.70 (P = 0.000) for ERA5 and CRUv4,96

respectively. Positive correlations indicate that years characterized by an anomalously high VPD97

are associated with also high CGR, which suggest a weakening of the land carbon uptake.98

We calculated how γCGR
V PD changes with time using a 30-yr moving window between 1960 and99

2018 (Fig 1b) (both variables detrended). We exclude data for 2 years following large volcanic100

eruptions (Mount Agung, 1963; El Chichon, 1982; and Mount Pinatubo, 1991). Within each 30-yr101

moving window, there is a significant positive correlation between CGR and VPD in the range102

of [0.52 – 0.71] (P ≤ 0.01). Furthermore, γCGR
V PD increased by a factor of 1.6, from 1.40 ± 0.58103

GtC/yr/mb to 2.28 ± 0.42 GtC/yr/mb between 1960–1995 and 1989–2018 (Fig 1b). These results104

are broadly consistent with increases of carbon cycle sensitivity to tropical temperature variations105

(Wang et al., 2014).106

The time series of observed VPD anomalies (relative to the mean of 1900-2018 calculated107

from station-based CRUv4 dataset) and its components (actual and saturated vapor pressure)108

over tropical vegetated areas indicate that the atmospheric demand for water has been increasing109

since the 1990’s (Fig 1d), suggesting that the surface atmospheric layer is drying out. Thus, the110

increasing tendency in γCGR
V PD, may point to an increasing amplitude of positive feedbacks in the111

21st century.112

We would expect that tropical VPD anomalies directly impact the tropical terrestrial carbon113

balance that would in turn modulate CGR. To evaluate this hypothesis, we exploit the recently-114

released Net Biosphere Exchange (NBE) dataset from the NASA Carbon Monitoring System Flux115
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(CMS-Flux; Liu et al. (2020)). CMS-Flux is a carbon cycle data assimilation system that incor-116

porates global satellite-driven measurements across the carbon cycle to attribute CO2 variability117

to spatially-resolved processes (Liu et al., 2014a, 2017; Bowman et al., 2017). The correlation118

between global CGR and Tropical NBE over 2010-2018 is -0.92 (P = 0.000) (Extended data Fig 1)119

confirming that CGR variability is dominated by tropical NBE implicating the tropics as the driver120

of CGR variability(Piao et al., 2020). The regression between NBE and CGR leads to an annual121

sensitivity of γCGR
NBE = - 0.78±0.12. In other words, on average for 1 gram less tropical land car-122

bon uptake (NBE), there is 0.78 additional gram of carbon in the atmosphere. The results that123

γCGR
NBE < 1 suggests that there is a partial terrestrial extratropical or oceanic offset in uptake.124

Consequently, we focus on the tropics in Fig 2a that shows yearly de-trended anomalies of NBE125

versus VPD and their associated uncertainties. In the absence of formal uncertainties provided126

by the data products, we associate the standard deviation of the uncertainty in VPD as simply127

the difference between the two observed datasets (CRUv4 and ERA5). The NBE uncertainties128

provided by the data product are calculated from a Monte Carlo method as part of the assimilation129

process (Liu et al., 2014a).130

Observations of tropical NBE anomalies over the 2010-2018 period show a high negative cor-131

relation of -0.87 (P = 0.00) with VPD anomalies (calculated as the mean of the two observed132

VPD records) as shown in Fig 2a. We also note that the correlation is higher than the observed133

coupling between NBE and near surface (2m) temperature (r = -0.78). For each VPD time series,134

the correlation is -0.86 (P = 0.00) and -0.80 (P = 0.00) with ERA5 and CRUv4, respectively.135

The high correlation between VPD and NBE indicates that high atmospheric demand for water136

weakens the terrestrial carbon sink. Based upon the previous regression, we quantify the observed137

yearly sensitivity to be γNBE
V PD = - 3.2 ± 0.62 GtC/yr/mb (Fig 2a). In other words, for 1 mb increase138

in water vapor pressure deficit, there is 3.2 grams less carbon uptake.139
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2.2 Detecting causal relationships between VPD and CGR140

While Figs 1 and 2a show a strong correlation between VPD and NBE–and by extension CGR-the141

question remains whether that relationship is causal or spurious, perhaps a mutual dependence on142

a third variable, e.g., temperature. Confounding variables are endemic of complex Earth System143

processes (Nes et al., 2015). However, new techniques based upon causality analysis are powerful144

tools to understand the relationship between variables in complex systems. The convergent cross-145

mapping (CCM) technique introduced in Sugihara et al. (2012) exploits Takens’ theorem (Takens,146

1981), which shows that the essential information of a multidimensional dynamical system is147

retained in the times series of any single variable of that system. Consequently, if variable X148

influences an observed variable Y, then variable X can be reliably predicted from the time-series149

history of variable Y (generalized Takens’ theorem; Deyle and Sugihara, 2011). Consequently, we150

employ the CCM technique to measure the extent to which the historical record of CO2 growth151

rate reliably predicts tropical VPD time series. This prediction skill is quantified by calculating152

the correlation coefficient between predicted (CGR-reconstructed VPD) and observed values of153

VPD.154

We limit the analysis to CGR as the tropical NBE record is too short, but we have shown155

that CGR is indicative of tropical net carbon anomalies (Extended Data Fig. 1). In Fig 1c,156

the prediction skill (ρCCM) is defined as the correlation coefficient between predictions (CGR-157

reconstructed VPD) and observations (VPD), and the length of timeseries refers to the number158

of observation years (1960-2019, excluding volcanoes). Prior to the analysis ”predictability” of159

VPD timeseries is tested and the optimal embedding dimension (E) equal to 4 is chosen (See160

Methods). Causality is established in CCM when 1) the prediction skill (ρCCM) is statistically161

different from zero when using the full time series and 2) when the prediction skill demonstrates162

convergence, i.e., ρCCM increases as more of the time series is included to reconstruct the VPD.163

The CCM results (Fig 1c) indicates that the CGR-reconstructed VPD curve (the prediction skill)164

gradually converges to a statistically significant values (ρCCM = 0.73, P = 0.00 ) as time-series165
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length increases. Since convergence is a key property that distinguishes causation from simple166

correlation we conclude that CGR variations are causally linked to VPD variations.167

2.3 Confounding effects of VPD and temperature on correlation with168

NBE.169

VPD is a function of both temperature and relative humidity. In order to assess the confounding170

influence of temperature, we calculated a partial correlation between CMS-Flux tropical NBE and171

VPD while controlling for the effect of 2m temperature. We note that NBE-VPD correlation172

(r = −0.87) is higher than NBE-Temp correlation (r = −0.78). For CMS-Flux tropical NBE and173

VPD, the partial correlation is r = −0.70, P = 0.04, (gray bar in Fig 2b). The relatively minor174

reduction (0.17) between the regular and partial correlation indicates that NBE variability related175

to VPD is not attributable to temperature alone. However, the reverse is not true: the partial176

correlation between NBE and temperature is r = −0.30 (P = 0.79, Fig 2c), when accounting for177

the confounding effects of VPD. We further use the SMOS-MIRAS satellite soil moisture dataset178

(Al Bitar et al., 2017) and show that the tropical NBE has a tight covariation with soil moisture179

(r = +0.83, P = 0.00) over the overlapping 2010-2018 period (green bar in Fig 2b).180

Too see whether this relationship is also captured in models, we analyzed 12 Earth System181

Models (ESMs) from the C4MIP (Jones et al., 2016) contribution to the sixth phase of CMIP182

(CMIP6; Eyring et al. (2016)). The name of the models are given in Extended data Table 1. The183

correlations between tropical NBE and tropical VPD with 12 ESMs span [-0.75 – -0.92] (P = 0.000;184

Extended data Table 1) while the partial correlations are in the range of [-0.20 – -0.62]. Of these,185

10 out of 12 ESMs have statistically significant partial correlations. While the correlation between186

NBE and VPD is high across over all ESMs, the diversity of partial correlations point to a range187

of approaches to relate VPD to temperature and moisture processes. This suggests that some188

models with low partial correlations have processes that decouple moisture and temperature, e.g,189

soil moisture parameterizations. Similar to what we found for the observations, application of the190
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convergent cross-mapping (CCM) causality technique to the ESMs also show a causal relationship191

between the VPD and NBE variations in ESMs (Extended data Fig 3). Consequently, the climate192

model simulations by and large represent the causal relationship between tropical NBE and VPD193

and its dependence on both temperature and moisture processes.194

In addition to a partial correlation analysis, we can also look at the surface energy partitioning.195

The partitioning of available energy at the land surface into sensible (Qs) and latent heat (Ql)196

informs on the coupling strength between land and atmosphere. The Bowen ratio (Qs/Ql) trans-197

lates variations in the state of the land surface (e.g. soil moisture) into changes in the state of the198

atmosphere (e.g. atmospheric aridity) (Teuling et al., 2017). The Bowen ratio was calculated from199

ERA5 reanalysis with high-quality surface turbulent fluxes (Martens et al., 2020). The percent200

variance of VPD variability explained by Bowen ratio is calculated by regressing the normalized201

(i.e., mean removed and divided by the standard deviation) VPD time series against the Bowen202

ratio over the 1981-2019 time period. Results (Fig 2d) suggest that over the tropical land, VPD203

is primarily controlled by land-atmospheric interactions. Most notably over the southeast Ama-204

zon and Congo basin where more than 80% of VPD variations over 1981-2019 time period can205

be explained by a lack of surface moisture (energy partitioning favoring less evapotranspiration)206

that is the case when Qs increases at the expense of Ql leading to less evaporative cooling. The207

significant positive partial correlation between Bowen ratio and VPD after controlling for the effect208

of temperature, r = +0.56 (Fig 2e), further demonstrates that most of the information on Bowen209

ratio variations that is contained in VPD cannot be found in temperature. In addition, VPD shows210

a significant decoupling with soil moisture on overlapping 2010-2018 period, r = -0.83 (Extended211

data Fig 4). These results solidify the conclusion that that tropical VPD is substantially impacted212

by surface moisture processes through land-atmospheric coupling.213

Results here provide substantial observational and model evidence that the tropical terrestrial214

NBE is coupled to changes in atmospheric aridity independent from the tropical temperature215

variations. Furthermore, these results imply that more carbon will be lost from tropical land216

if atmospheric aridity continues to rise (Yuan et al., 2019; Barkhordarian et al., 2019) from the217
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compound effects of warming and drying. Consequently, linkages between carbon and water cycles218

are crucial to understanding the interannual variability of global net carbon exchange and what it219

may portend for carbon-climate feedbacks. The question is, then, what this finding tells us about220

future carbon response.221

2.4 Atmospheric aridity—carbon cycle Feedback in CMIP6 Models222

We quantify atmospheric aridity—carbon cycle feedback parameters (γTL) across an ensemble of223

ESMs using the 1pctCO2 simulation, which is a standard idealized experiment forced with a 1%/yr224

increase of atmospheric CO2 concentration up to 4×CO2, starting from the preindustrial value for225

1850 of ∼ 285 ppmv. We follow previous studies (Friedlingstein et al., 2003; Gregory et al., 2009;226

Arora et al., 2020) in writing the future change in tropical land carbon storage, ∆CTL as227

∆CTL = γTL∆V PDTL + βTL∆Ca (1)

where subscript “TL” represents “Tropical Land”, γTL and βTL are the carbon–climate and car-228

bon–concentration feedback parameters, respectively. In contrast to previous studies, we use229

changes in tropical mean VPD (atmospheric aridity), ∆V PDTL, as a proxy for carbon-climate230

feedbacks. This approach is also slightly different from earlier work in that the feedbacks are231

confined to sensitivities of tropical land carbon storage to climate change and direct CO2 effects232

(Friedlingstein et al., 2003, 2006). Extratropical terrestrial carbon feedbacks are not considered233

here. We estimate γTL parameters from 12 ESMs (Extended data Table 2). Two configurations234

of ESMs are used: biogeochemically-coupled and fully-coupled simulations (Arora et al., 2020).235

In biogeochemically-coupled simulations (hereafter BGC) the radiative effects of CO2 are fixed to236

control preindustrial CO2 concentrations whereas the carbon cycle is exposed to a 1%/yr increase237

in atmospheric CO2. Consequently, vegetation can respond physiologically to increases in CO2238

without the concomitant changes in climate. In fully coupled simulations (hereafter COU) both239

the biogeochemical and the radiative processes respond to increasing CO2.240
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The combination of COU and BGC simulations are used to isolate the the direct effects of241

CO2 on land carbon sinks (i.e., effect of CO2 on photosynthesise and water-use-efficiency) from242

the effects of climate change (i.e., radiative effect of CO2). The CO2 concentration is prescribed to243

be identical in both COU and BGC runs. Consequently, the carbon–concentration feedback,∆Ca,244

is the same in both simulations (∆CaCOU = ∆CaBGC ). With this configuration, equation 1 yields245

an expression for the atmospheric aridity–carbon cycle feedback parameter (γTL):246

γTL =
∆CCOU

TL −∆CBGC
TL

∆V PDCOU
TL −∆V PDBGC

TL

(2)

The changes are computed for the tropical band (23◦N and 23◦S) as the difference between year247

90 and year 110 after the start of the simulation at 1850 CO2 concentration levels (Wenzel et al.,248

2014).249

The VPD change in the BGC simulation (Fig. 3a, green line) is about 15% of changes in250

COU (Fig. 3a, blue line). The small VPD changes in BGC are due to factors including 1) reduc-251

tion in transpiration and hence evaporative (or latent heat) flux associated with stomatal closure252

(Ainsworth and Long, 2005; Cao et al., 2010), 2) increase in vegetation leaf area index, which253

decreases land surface albedo and hence increases absorbed solar radiation (Arora et al., 2020;254

Ainsworth and Long, 2005). There are higher cumulative values of atmosphere–land CO2 flux255

uptake in the BGC simulation (Fig. 3b, blue line) compared to the COU simulation (Fig. 3b,256

green line), indicating that the overall impact of the CO2 greenhouse gas effect is to weaken the257

land carbon storage (Arora et al., 2020).258

Using the difference of COU and BGC simulations in equation 2, atmospheric aridity—carbon259

cycle feedback parameter (γTL) is quantied in terms of carbon loss per unit atmospheric aridity260

increase (GtC/mb) as shown for each model in Extended data Table 2. All models show a negative261

γLT , meaning that long-term increases in atmospheric aridity will compromise the carbon cycle’s262

sequestration capacity. However, the results range from -1.6 GtC/mb in MPI-ESM1.2-LR to -68.5263

GtC/mb in GFDL-ESM4.264
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By focusing specifically on tropical land are (23◦N-23◦S) from CMS-Flux, we can directly265

estimate γNBE
V PD = dNBE/dV PD, exploiting the relationship that the interannual variability in266

CO2 growth rate is dominated by the interannual variability of the tropical NBE (Extended data267

Figure 1). In order to calculate the ESM γNBE
V PD the annual mean tropical land CO2 fluxes and268

VPD are regressed using a detrended 11 year running mean. The resulting model γNBE
V PD has an269

impressive range of sensitivities (Extended data Table 2) from -1.1 ± 0.24 GtC mb−1 yr−1 for270

NCAR-CESM2 up to -11.4 GtC mb−1 yr−1 for GFDL-ESM4. However, the sensitivities in 9 out of271

the 12 models are greater than -4 GtC mb−1 resulting in a multi-model average of -4.4 GtC mb−1
272

yr−1.273

Models that respond strongly to internnual variations in VPD also tend to have a weaker long-274

term carbon uptake to increases in long-term VPD. This relationship is shown in Fig 4a, which275

shows a linear regression between γNBE
V PD versus γTL with a Pearson correlation, r = 0.90. It is this276

relationship that serves as a basis for an ”emergent constraint” between interannual variations in277

NBE with VPD and the long-term response of land carbon storage to atmospheric aridity.278

2.5 Constraining aridity—carbon cycle feedback in ESMs projection279

A Hierarchical Emergent Constraint (HEC) is employed to calculate an observationally-constrained280

range of atmospheric aridity – carbon cycle feedback parameters (γTL). Following Bowman et al.281

(2018), the HEC framework aims to generalize previous classic EC studies (e.g., Hall and Qu,282

2006; Cox et al., 2013; Hall et al., 2019) by explicitly relating future climate (zt+τ ), current climate283

(xt) and the observations (yt) through conditional-probability distributions (see Methods). Ap-284

plying the HEC framework to atmospheric aridity—carbon cycle feedback parameters computed285

previously, we map current climate, xt → γNBE
V PD , and future climate, zt+τ → γTL, which is the286

impact of atmospheric aridity on the long-term tropical land carbon storage. The observational287

constraint, yt → γ̂NBE
V PD , is calculated from the sensitivity of NBE from CMS-Flux to atmospheric288

aridity (γ̂NBE
V PD , where γ̂ denotes an estimate of γ, Fig 2a). The observed short-term sensitivity, yt289

= -3.2 GtC/yr/mb with an observational uncertainty of σnt
= 0.62 GtC/yr/mb.290
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The HEC of the carbon—climate feedback, [zt+τ |yt], is shown in Fig 4b (computed from equa-291

tion (3) in Methods). The first moment (computed from equation (4) in Methods), is µzt+τ |yt =292

-22.2 GtC/mb, and the square root of its second moment (computed from equation (5) in Methods)293

is σzt+τ |yt = 11.4 GtC/mb. The conditional mean is smaller than the mean of the CMIP6 ensemble,294

µzt+τ
= -28.4 GtC/mb, and the conditional uncertainty,σzt+τ |yt , is about 1.9 times less than CMIP6295

ensemble spread, σzt+τ
= 21.1 GtC/mb.296

The larger uncertainty in the CMIP6 ensemble makes the null hypothesis (i.e., VPD has no297

substantial impact on carbon storage) to be far more likely than the HEC constraint. For the298

projected VPD increase of 8.6 mb (Fig. 3), the tropical carbon storage would decrease by 189.2 ±299

89.04 GtC.300

3 Conclusions301

Findings in this study offer a new perspective on the under-appreciated role of atmospheric aridity302

on the carbon balance and the fate of future land carbon uptake. There is observational and model303

evidence that tropical VPD is one of the causal drivers of the CO2 growth rate fluctuations. The304

combination of causality analysis and partial correlations point to mechanistic moisture drivers305

of atmospheric CGR variations independent of temperature. A large part of the tropical NBE306

variations, and consequently the CGR, are indirectly driven by surface moisture processes via307

VPD. The observed short-term sensitivity, (γ̂NBE
V PD = −3.2±0.6 GtC/yr/mb) and our HEC analysis308

reduces the estimate of γLT = −28.4 GtC/mb for CMIP6 models to γ̂LT = −22.2 GtC/mb for the309

HEC with about a factor of 2 reduction in uncertainty relative to CMIP6 models alone.310

While ESMs broadly represent NBE dependencies on VPD, these analysis reveal substantial311

differences between models. In most cases their partial correlation analysis is substantially lower312

than observed, often by 0.5 or more. This suggests that more complex carbon-water interactions313

are not getting captured–and that temperature is a more dominant role than is warranted in314

the data. However, process deficiency also leads to caution in the interpretation of the HEC. If315
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models across the ensemble are not capturing these processes, then we might expect the accuracy316

of the HEC to be compromised. Observations play a critical role in falsifying theories (Popper,317

2005; Tarantola, 2006). The HEC constraint says less about the models that agree well with the318

observations and more about models that do not. Long-term projections from these models should319

be treated with caution because the HEC shows inconsistency with these observations is directly320

linked to the logical consistency of those projections. Consequently, while this analysis can not321

definitively reject the possibility that the feedback from atmospheric aridity could in the future,322

in fact, be high, (e.g., -70 GtC/mb), the HEC can reject the specific mechanisms and parameters323

implemented in those models inconsistent with observations. In other words, the projections could324

coincidentially be right, but not for the right reasons.325

While clearly VPD is an important contributor, the balance of moisture processes including soil326

moisture and evapotranspiration, and their interactions on VPD has not been studied extensively327

here. Rather, VPD is treated as a proxy of broader land-atmosphere interactions. VPD is more328

directly related to GPP, but the response here in NBE could also be related to covarying moisture329

processes. The causality and statistical analysis described here could further elucidate the roles330

of those processes. Moreover, the extension of this approach to a multivariate case, e.g., GPP331

and NBE to multiple moisture processes, is a subject of future research. The HEC formulation332

considered a pan-tropical analysis, but as shown in Liu et al. (2017), regional responses to forcing333

such as VPD are likely not the same. The application of HEC to a more spatially-explicit response334

is a subject of future research.335

The potential future extensions of this analysis are compelling given that the dramatic and336

inexorable increases in VPD since the 1990’s (Fig. 1d ; Yuan et al. (2019)) point to the persistent337

stress on tropical vegetation from atmospheric water demand. Consequently, there is an urgent338

need to improve our understanding of carbon and water coupling at multiple scales for us to better339

predict how long tropical forests can stand as a buffer against anthropogenic emissions and their340

impact on climate.341
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4 Method342

4.1 Data343

Observation and model data used in this study are presented in Table 1. We calculate VPD on the344

basis of different variables of two independently-developed datasets. From the fifth generation of345

ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) atmospheric reanalyses (ERA5;346

Hersbach et al. (2020)), we use 2m temperature and dew point data to calculate VPD. We further347

use station-based actual vapor pressure and 2m temperature from CRUv4 (Harris et al., 2020).348

(Eq.1 and Eq.2 in extended data). To calculate the Bowen ratio we used data from ERA5 reanalysis349

with high-quality surface turbulent fluxes (Martens et al., 2020). Atmospheric CO2 growth rate350

(CGR) is taken from the Global Carbon Project (GCP, Friedlingstein et al. (2019)). The Net351

Biosphere Exchange (NBE) dataset is derived from the NASA Carbon Monitoring System Flux352

project (CMS-Flux; Liu et al. (2020)). Soil-moisture dataset is SMOS-MIRAS L3 monthly data353

at 25 km grid resolution provided by CATDS (Al Bitar et al., 2017).354

Model data (net biome productivity, temperature and relative Humidity) are derived from Earth355

System Models (ESMs) participating in the C4MIP (Jones et al., 2016) contribution to the sixth356

phase of CMIP (CMIP6; (Eyring et al., 2016)). From ESMs we use the 1pctCO2 simulation that357

is a standard idealized experiment forced with a 1%/yr increase of atmospheric CO2 concentration358

up to 4×CO2, starting from the preindustrial value for 1850 of ∼ 285 ppmv.359

4.2 Convergence Cross Mapping (CCM)360

In the CCM method, the first step is to determine the optimal embedding dimension (E), which361

describes the size of the time window used for prediction. Extended data Fig. 2b presents the362

variation in the prediction skill, ρ, as a function of E, which shows that the ρ asymptotically363

approached a limit with the increasing E. From this analysis the embedding dimensions was set364

E = 4. In order to test the ”predictability” of the VPD time series the S-maps method (Sugihara365

et al., 2012) is used. We can distinguish between red noise and nonlinear deterministic behavior366
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by using S-maps as described in Sugihara et al. (2012). The S-map method suggests nonlinear367

dynamics in the VPD data (because of the initial increase in prediction skill for θ ≥ 0, followed368

by a gradual drop-off, Extended data Fig 2c). Therefore, the CCM method can be applied to369

reconstruct VPD.370

4.3 Hierarchical Emergent Constraint371

Following Bowman et al. (2018), the hierarchical emergent constraint (HEC) framework aims to372

generalize previous classic EC studies (e.g., Hall and Qu, 2006; Cox et al., 2013; Hall et al., 2019)373

by explicitly relating future climate (zt+τ ), current climate (xt) and the observations (yt) through374

conditional-probability distributions. The conditional distributions are built on dependencies be-375

tween future (zt+τ ) and present climate (xt) as well as dependencies between the present climate376

and observations of that climate (yt). The first dependency is represented by the conditional377

probability distribution, [zt+τ |xt] (where [·] denotes a probability density function) and the second378

dependency is represented by [xt|yt]. An HEC is calculated as379

[zt+τ |yt] =

∫

[zt+τ |xt][xt|yt]dxt. (3)

Equation 3 can be computed analytically if the distributions are Gaussian and numerically if they380

are not. As discussed in Bowman et al. (2018), for the Gaussian case, an HEC can be completely381

described by the first and second-order moments. The first moment, i.e., the mean, of the HEC is382

defined as follows:383

E(zt+τ |yt) = µzt+τ |yt = µzt+τ
+

ρσzt+τ
σxt

σ2
xt
+ σ2

nt

(yt − µxt
) (4)

where ρ is the correlation between zt+τ and xt; µxt
and σ2

xt
are the mean and variance of the384

present climate; µzt+τ
and σ2

zt+τ
are the mean and variance of the future climate, respectively, and385
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σ2
nt

is the uncertainty of the measurement yt. The second moment of [zt+τ | yt] is386

var(zt+τ |yt) = σ2

zt+τ |yt
=



1−
ρ2

1 + (
σ2
xt

σ2
nt

)−1



σ2

zt+τ
(5)

where σ2
xt
/σ2

nt
is referred to as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).387

As described in Bowman et al. (2018), under Gaussian assumptions, equations (4) and (5)388

provide a complete description of the dependence of the future climate’s distribution given the389

observations, yt, of the current climate. We refer the interested reader to Bowman et al. (2018)390

for additional details. In particular, the strength of the HEC (i.e., the difference between [zt+τ ]391

and [zt+τ |yt]) is a balance between the correlation between the future and current climate (ρ) and392

SNR.393

Table 1: Observation and model data used in this study

Observation data Source

2m Temperature, Actual water vapor Station-based CRU TS 4.4 (1901-2019
2m Temperature, Dew point, Surface fluxes ERA5 reanalysis (1979-2019)

Soil Moisture SMOS-MIRAS Level-3 (2010-2019)
Atmospheric CO2 Growth Rate (CGR) Global Carbon Project (GCP) (1959-2019)

Terrestrial Net Biosphere Exchange (NBE) CMS Flux NBE 2020 (2010-2018)

Model data Source

Net Biome Productivity, Temperature, Relative Humidity 12 Earth System models from CMIP6
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Figure 1: a) Yearly co-variation between the Global CO2 growth rate (CGR; converted from ppm
to GtC/yr) and Tropical (23◦N-23◦S) vapor pressure deficit (VPD) anomalies over the 1989-2018
period, derived from ERA5 and CRUv4 datasets. b) 30-year changes in short-term sensitivity
of CGR versus VPD (γCGR

V PD) over 1960-2018, units are GtC/yr/mb. Years on the horizontal axis
indicate the end year of the 30-yr moving time window used to derive γCGR

V PD (for example, 2015
represents period 1986–2015 in the 30-yr time window). The shaded areas show the confidence
interval of γCGR

V PD. c) Convergent cross-mapping for reconstruction of variations in VPD from
variations in CGR. Results based on 1000 bootstrapped iterations. Solid line show mean values
and shaded area shows ±1 standard deviation. d) Time series of observed tropical VPD anomalies
(red line) over tropical vegetated area and its components; saturated (green line) and actual (blue
line) water vapor pressure; derived from station-based CRUv4 dataset during 1901-2018. Unites
are mb.
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Figure 2: a) Yearly covariation between tropical anomalies of CMS-Flux net biome exchange
(NBE) and atmospheric aridity (VPD) over 2010-2018. The whiskers denote the standard deviation
among the two observational VPD datasets (CRUv4 and ERA5). The gray shaded area indicates
the CMS-Flux NBE uncertainties. b) Correlation (r) between NBE and VPD (blue bar), Partial
correlation between NBE and VPD after controlling for the effect of temperature (gray bar),
correlation between NBE and soil moisture (SM) (green bar, note the positive correlation between
NBE and SM). c) Correlation between NBE and 2m temperature (blue bar). Partial correlation
between NBE and temperature after controlling for the effect of VPD (gray bar). Significance
(P = 0.00) is indicated with crosses. d) The percent variance of VPD variability explained by
land-atmospheric interactions (Bowen ratio; proxy for energy partitioning). e) Partial correlation
between Bowen ratio and VPD after controlling for the effect of temperature.
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Figure 3: Quantities used to calculate atmospheric aridity–carbon cycle feedback parameters (γTL).
a) The projected tropical (23◦N-23◦S) mean VPD change in the prescribed CO2 fully coupled (blue
line) and biogeochemically coupled simulations (green line) and the range across 12 ESMs listed in
Table 1. (b) Cumulative mean values and the range across 12 ESMs for annual atmosphere–land
CO2 fluxes from the fully (blue line) and biogeochemicaly (green line) coupled simulations of the
1pctCO2 experiment

Figure 4: a) The long-term response of tropical land carbon storage to atmospheric aridity (γTL)
versus the short-term sensitivity of tropical NBE to tropical VPD (γNBE

V PD ) for the 12 ESMs of
CMIP6. The correlation between γLT and γNBE

V PD provides an ”Emergent Constraint” on the long-
term response of land carbon storage to atmospheric aridity. The vertical dashed lines show the
range of observed sensitivity. (b) The gray PDF is the prior PDF derived purely from the models
before applying the HEC, while the red dashed PDF was derived after applying the HEC on
models.
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Figures

Figure 1

a) Yearly co-variation between the Global CO2 growth rate (CGR; converted from ppm to GtC/yr) and
Tropical (23N-23S) vapor pressure de�cit (VPD) anomalies over the 1989-2018 period, derived from ERA5
and CRUv4 datasets. b) 30-year changes in short-term sensitivity of CGR versus VPD ( CGR V PD) over
1960-2018, units are GtC/yr/mb. Years on the horizontal axis indicate the end year of the 30-yr moving
time window used to derive CGR V PD (for example, 2015 represents period 1986{2015 in the 30-yr time
window). The shaded areas show the con�dence interval of CGR V PD. c) Convergent cross-mapping for
reconstruction of variations in VPD from variations in CGR. Results based on 1000 bootstrapped
iterations. Solid line show mean values and shaded area shows 1 standard deviation. d) Time series of
observed tropical VPD anomalies (red line) over tropical vegetated area and its components; saturated
(green line) and actual (blue line) water vapor pressure; derived from station-based CRUv4 dataset during
1901-2018. Unites are mb.



Figure 2

a) Yearly covariation between tropical anomalies of CMS-Flux net biome exchange (NBE) and
atmospheric aridity (VPD) over 2010-2018. The whiskers denote the standard deviation among the two
observational VPD datasets (CRUv4 and ERA5). The gray shaded area indicates the CMS-Flux NBE
uncertainties. b) Correlation (r) between NBE and VPD (blue bar), Partial correlation between NBE and
VPD after controlling for the effect of temperature (gray bar), correlation between NBE and soil moisture
(SM) (green bar, note the positive correlation between NBE and SM). c) Correlation between NBE and 2m
temperature (blue bar). Partial correlation between NBE and temperature after controlling for the effect of
VPD (gray bar). Signi�cance (P = 0.00) is indicated with crosses. d) The percent variance of VPD
variability explained by land-atmospheric interactions (Bowen ratio; proxy for energy partitioning). e)
Partial correlation between Bowen ratio and VPD after controlling for the effect of temperature.



Figure 3

Quantities used to calculate atmospheric aridity{carbon cycle feedback parameters ( TL). a) The
projected tropical (23N-23S) mean VPD change in the prescribed CO2 fully coupled (blue line) and
biogeochemically coupled simulations (green line) and the range across 12 ESMs listed in Table 1. (b)
Cumulative mean values and the range across 12 ESMs for annual atmosphere{land CO2 uxes from the
fully (blue line) and biogeochemicaly (green line) coupled simulations of the 1pctCO2 experiment

Figure 4



a) The long-term response of tropical land carbon storage to atmospheric aridity ( TL) versus the short-
term sensitivity of tropical NBE to tropical VPD ( NBE V PD ) for the 12 ESMs of CMIP6. The correlation
between LT and NBE V PD provides an "Emergent Constraint" on the longterm response of land carbon
storage to atmospheric aridity. The vertical dashed lines show the range of observed sensitivity. (b) The
gray PDF is the prior PDF derived purely from the models before applying the HEC, while the red dashed
PDF was derived after applying the HEC on models.
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